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Abstract: The principal challenges facing the development of lithium ion batteries (LIBs) for hybrid electric/plug-in-hybrid (HEV/PHEV) vehicles and for off-peak energy storage are cost, safety, cell energy density (voltage \times \text{capacity}), rate of charge/discharge, and service life. There are exciting developments in new positive electrode (cathode) materials to replace the LiCoO$_2$ for use in the LIBs over the past decade. Monoclinic Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ (LVP) with promising electrochemical properties including excellent cycling stability, high theoretical capacity (197 mAh g$^{-1}$), low synthetic cost, improved safety characteristic, and low environmental impact emerges as highly suitable candidate. In this review, we focus on research work related to the LVP and discuss its host structure, mechanism of lithium insertion/extraction, transport properties \textit{(i.e.,} electronic conductivity, and lithium diffusion), synthesis and electrochemical properties. We highlight some recent development of LVP, which shows superior cycling stability and high rate capability and give some vision for the future research of LVP based electrode.
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1. Introduction

Energy is of central importance in the evolution of human societies. Fossil fuels like oil, coal, and natural gas are nature’s ancient energy resources. The continued combustion of non-renewable fossil fuels, however, is not only hastening the depletable resources, but is also increasingly worsening global warming and environmental issues. Consequently, energy alternatives, such as solar, wind, hydropower, and geothermal, are emerging. Although these energy resources are renewable, cost-effective, and clean, some of them significantly rely on natural conditions (e.g., sunshine, rain, wind, location, etc.) and thus are not reliable which restrict their widespread usage. Energy storage thus becomes even more important and has received worldwide attention. Converting into chemical energy is the most convenient form to store energy [1-7]. Rechargeable (or secondary) batteries are the most successful energy storage devices that convert off-peak electricity into chemical energy and release the stored energy reversely during the on-peak period. Currently, the most popular secondary battery technologies mainly include the lead acid, nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH), lithium-ion, and redox flow cells. Amongst them, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with various shapes (e.g., coin, cylindrical, prismatic, or stack, etc.) are the dominant power sources in today’s information-rich, mobile society to power numerous portable consumer electronics (e.g., smartphones, tablets, notebook PCs, and camcorders, etc.) and even as a vital component in new hybrid electric vehicles. The motivation for using a LIB relies on its high energy density (both volumetric and gravimetric), low self-discharge rate, wide operating temperature range, no voltage depression (i.e., “memory effect”), and environmental friendliness [8-14].

A typical LIB mainly consists of a negative electrode (anode) and a positive electrode (cathode) separated and connected by a Li⁺ conducting electrolyte (Fig. 1). The first generation LIB employs the graphite as an anode, the layered LiCoO₂ (LCO) as a cathode, and the organic liquid of LiPF₆/ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethylene carbonate (DMC) as an electrolyte [15-17]. During the electrochemical process of charging, lithium ions leave the LCO host
structure and migrate through the electrolyte to the graphite, while the associated electrons driven by an external power flow from the cathode to anode. On discharging, Li ions and electrons move reversely. The LIB performance (e.g., cell potential, capacity or energy density) is largely dependent on the intrinsic chemistry of negative and positive electrode materials. The basic requirements for electrode material selection include [18-22]: (i) a high specific charge and charge density; (ii) a high (cathode) and low (anode) standard redox potential; (iii) electrochemical compatibility with the electrolyte solution; (iv) a facile electrode kinetic; (v) a high degree of reversibility; (vi) environmental benignity; (vii) safety; and (viii) moderate cost. Great achievements have been made recently in anode materials by the introduction of metals (e.g., Si [23-26], Sn [27-30], Sb [31-34], Ge [35-38], etc.), and metal oxides (e.g., SnO$_2$ [39-42], Fe$_2$O$_3$ [43-46], Co$_3$O$_4$ [47-51], CuO [52-54], etc.), which can react with a large number of lithium per formula unit and provide specific capacities more than twice of that conventional graphite (372 mAh g$^{-1}$). Similarly, there is a growing interest in developing high capacity cathode materials to power large-scale systems [55]. Moreover, cathodes have a significant

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of a lithium ion battery employing graphite as anode and layered LiCoO$_2$ as cathode.
impact on the cell voltage, charge transfer kinetic, safety, and cost [56]. Therefore, the developments of cathode materials have become extremely important.

State-of-the-art cathode materials mainly include layered lithiated transition metal oxides (e.g., LCO and \( \text{LiNi}_{1-x}\text{Co}_x\text{Mn}_y\text{O}_2 \) \(0 \leq x, y \geq 1\)), Mn-based spinels (e.g., \( \text{LiMn}_2\text{O}_4 \)), vanadium pentoxides, and polyanion-type materials (e.g., phosphates, borates, fluorosulphates, and silicates). Fig. 2 compares the operating voltage and practical capacity of various cathode materials presently used in LIBs. Layered LCO is the first commercial cathode for LIBs and has received tremendous attention since its discovery in 1980 [57-61]. Although the complete removal of lithium gives a large theoretical capacity of 274 mAh g\(^{-1}\), the \( \text{Li}_{1-x}\text{Co}_x\text{O}_2 \) structure tends to be unstable at high levels of delithiation, typically when \( x \) exceeds 0.5 [61]. Accordingly, the upper cut-off potential is generally limited to ~4.2 V (vs. \( \text{Li}/\text{Li}^+ \)), corresponding to a practical capacity of ~140 mAh g\(^{-1}\) (around 0.5 Li per formula unit of LCO). On the other hand, cobalt is very expensive and highly toxic. Another promising layered oxide cathode is \( \text{LiNi}_{1/3}\text{Mn}_{1/3}\text{Co}_{1/3}\text{O}_2 \) (NMC), isotypic with LCO, because of its enhanced structural stability towards higher voltages, lower cost, and better environmental compatibility with respect to LCO [62-64]. Basically, NMC also suffers the same electrochemical issues as LCO with rapid capacity loss during cycling [65]. Spinel \( \text{LiMn}_2\text{O}_4 \) (LMO), possessing a potential of around 4 V (vs. \( \text{Li}/\text{Li}^+ \)) and a theoretical capacity of 148 mAh g\(^{-1}\), offers a low-cost and non-toxicity substitution with a high thermal stability and relatively good rate capability [66-69]. Unfortunately, it has a tremendous drawback of limited cycling behavior, especially at elevated temperatures (> 50 °C), owing to the dissolution of manganese into the electrolyte [70], loss of oxygen during charging [71], and Jahn-Teller distortion of Mn\(^{3+}\) [72]. These deleterious effects have been largely inhibited by substituting Mn with other metal ions [73]. A Ni-doped spinel oxide, \( \text{LiNi}_{0.5}\text{Mn}_{1.5}\text{O}_4 \) (LNMO), is found to be the most promising one owing to its relatively good cycling behavior and high dominant plateau at around 4.7 V (vs. \( \text{Li}/\text{Li}^+ \)) [74-78]. It is difficult, however, to synthesize a phase-pure LNMO due to the formation of inevitable impurities
such as nickel oxides and lithium nickel oxides during the high temperature calcination [74, 79]. Besides, high voltage would cause the electrolyte decomposition resulting in the formation of unstable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) film on the cathode side [80]. Layered vanadium pentoxides have also received much interest, which can intercalate lithium levels to achieve specific capacity of about 300 mAh g$^{-1}$ [81-86]. Their relatively low voltages (typically around 2.5 vs. Li/Li$^+$), however, limit their applicability. Recently, in the exploring for high-performance cathode materials, polyanion compounds (e.g., LiFePO$_4$ (LFP) [87], LiFeBO$_3$ [88], LiFeSO$_4$F [89-91], and Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ [92-95], etc.), possessing high thermal stability, offer particularly interesting possibilities for large-scale next-generation LIB applications. Among them, olivine LFP attracts a lot of attention, offering a theoretical capacity of 170 mAh g$^{-1}$ and a flat voltage plateau at around 3.4 V (vs. Li/Li$^+$) [96-104]. Although great progress has been made in LFP, its redox potential is relatively low.

**Fig. 2** Comparison of operating voltage and practical capacity of various cathode materials presently used in lithium ion batteries.
showing similar gravimetric energy density to LCO. Therefore, a significant research effort has been devoted to develop other phosphates with high operating voltages, such as LiMnPO$_4$ (~4.1 V vs. Li/Li$^+$) [105], LiCoPO$_4$ (~4.8 V vs. Li/Li$^+$) [106], LiNiPO$_4$ (~5.2 V vs. Li/Li$^+$) [107], and Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ (LVP, ~3.8 V (average) vs. Li/Li$^+$) [108]. Monoclinic LVP with the highest theoretical capacity of 197 mAh g$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2) among these high-voltage phosphate cathodes is particularly attractive due to abundant resources, safety, and rapid ionic diffusion [109]. Thus, LVP is becoming a hot research topic recently for high-energy LIBs.

Herein, we present a review specifically on the recent development of monoclinic LVP cathode materials for LIB applications. Host structure, mechanism of lithium insertion/extraction, transport properties (i.e., electronic conductivity, and lithium diffusion), synthesis methods and electrochemical properties in terms of rate capability and cyclic stability are summarized and analyzed. An insight into the future research and development of LVP compound is also discussed.

2. Host structures

Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ exists in two frameworks: the rhombohedral or NASICON (sodium superionic conductor) phase [110-112], and the thermodynamically more stable monoclinic form [113], differing by the way in which the “lantern” units [V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$] are interconnected. The NASICON-type LVP (space group $R\bar{3}$; $a = 8.316(1)$ Å, and $c = 22.484(1)$ Å [114]) framework shown in Fig. 3A, isotypic with those of its iron, titanium, chromium, and indium analogues [115-119], consists of VO$_6$ octahedra and PO$_4$ tetrahedra connected through their vertices, forming [V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$] “lantern” units stacked along the [001] direction. Lithium is located on a unique 4-fold coordinated crystallographic site [114].

The monoclinic LVP (space group $P2_1/n$; $a = 8.605(1)$ Å, $b = 8.591(1)$ Å, $c = 12.038(1)$ Å, and $\beta = 90.60(1)^\circ$ [120]) crystallizes in a structure similar to, but slightly more dense than, the NASICON phase [121]. The three-dimensional (3D) network is built from the slightly distorted VO$_6$ octahedra and PO$_4$ tetrahedra sharing oxygen
vertexes (Fig. 3B) [113, 121-123]. It contains two vanadium sites V(1) and V(2) with average V-O bond lengths of 2.003 and 2.006 Å [113], respectively. Lithium atoms occupy three distinct crystallographic positions in the interstitial voids. As resolved by the $^7$Li solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum [113], Li(1) resides in the tetrahedral site, whereas Li(2) and Li(3) are located in two pseudotetrahedral sites (five-coordinate Li-O sites), with an additional long Li-O bond (ca. 2.6 Å [121]). The mobility of these three lithium sites, as determined by two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy (2D EXSY) [124], occurs on the microsecond time scale, which is much faster than the millisecond Li hopping processes in LMO [125]. On the other hand, similarly to the Li$_3$Sc$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ counterpart [126], as confirmed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), temperature-controlled X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectra [120, 127-129], monoclinic LVP presents three structural modifications: room temperature monoclinic α-phase, middle temperature (ca. 400-460 K) monoclinic β-phase, and high temperature (ca. 460-573 K) orthorhombic γ-phase.
These phase transitions are reversible upon cooling back to room temperature. It is noted that monoclinic LVP is not stable and undergoes oxidation of V(III) under the elevated temperature of above 800 K in air [120].

3. (De)Lithiation mechanisms

The rhombohedral and monoclinic LVP exhibit very different voltage-composition curves as a result of their structural differences. The rhombohedral LVP, that is commonly accessible by ion exchange from the corresponding sodium analogue (i.e., Na₃V₂(PO₄)₃), displays one voltage plateau at around 3.7 V vs. Li/Li⁺ based on the V³⁺/V⁴⁺ redox couple, corresponding to a two-phase transition between the compositions of Li₃V₂(PO₄)₃ and Li₁V₂(PO₄)₃ [114, 130-132]. The monoclinic phase, where all three Li are mobile, exhibits better electrochemical properties than the rhombohedral. Thus, our review focuses on the monoclinic phase, and in the following, LVP refers to monoclinic LVP unless otherwise stated.

The electrochemical voltage-composition curve for lithium extraction/reinsertion in LVP is shown in Fig. 4. In the voltage range of 3.0-4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺ (Fig. 4A), there are four plateaus in the charge/oxidation curve located at around 3.6, 3.7, 4.1, and 4.6 V vs. Li/Li⁺, corresponding to a sequence of phase transition processes between the single phases of LiₓV₂(PO₄)₃ (x = 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.0 and 0) [113, 130, 133-135]. Li(3) (Fig. 3B), the highest energy site [133], is extracted firstly upon the oxidation. Meanwhile, Li(2) shifts to a tetrahedral site which is very similar to Li(1) site. The Li(3) extraction involves two steps due to the existence of an ordered phase Li₂₂V₇(PO₄)₉ [135], occurring at 3.6, and 3.7 V vs. Li/Li⁺, which results in a V³⁺/V⁴⁺ ordering state. Subsequent one Li extraction (4.1 V vs. Li/Li⁺) corresponds to a two-phase process of Li₂V₂(PO₄)₃ → LiV₃(PO₄)₃ with full oxidation of V³⁺ to V⁴⁺. At this stage, as a result of the repulsion energy of the Li(1)⁺- V(1)⁴⁺ pair in Li₂V₂(PO₄)₃ [133], Li(1) is extracted. The last lithium (i.e., Li(2)) extraction, at higher voltage ~4.6 V vs. Li/Li⁺, once again as a two-phase reaction between LiV₃(PO₄)₃ and V₇(PO₄)₉, is
associated with the oxidation of part of $V^{4+}$ into $V^{5+}$, and is kinetically the most difficult [113] due to the reduced ionic/electronic conductivity for the fully emptied framework $V_2(PO_4)_3$. After removal of all of the lithium ions, the overall volume contraction $\Delta V/V$ is 7.8% [113], which is comparable to the 6.6% volume decrease in LFP on delithiation to FePO$_4$ [136], and hence the monoclinic symmetry is preserved for $V_2(PO_4)_3$ lattice. The structural similarity between $Li_3V_2(PO_4)_3$ and $V_2(PO_4)_3$ prevents fast capacity degradation resulting from severe volumetric

Fig. 4 The electrochemical voltage-composition curves of $Li_3V_2(PO_4)_3$ in the voltage ranges of 3.0-4.8 (A) and 3.0-4.3 (B) V vs. Li/Li$^+$. 


changes during the charge and discharge process. Here, it is worth mention that, in emptied V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$, V(1) and V(2) exhibit fairly close average bond distance and average vanadium valence (+4.5) [113], indicating that the mixed V$^{4+}$/V$^{5+}$ state does not display charge ordering in this phase. Such phenomena will result in a disorder of lithium reinsertion (in the absence of V$^{n+}$ ordering to drive Li$^+$ ordering), as is evident from the solid solution behavior (i.e., single-phase reaction) characterized by the S-shaped curve (Fig. 4A) during the initial discharge process. It persists until sufficient Li$^+$ repopulation and vanadium reduction are attained. At the composition of Li$_2$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$, charge ordering is reappeared, and thus two-phase behavior is reasserted in the reinsertion of the third lithium. The overall electrochemical reactions can be written as:

**Charge:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Li}_3\text{V}_2\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 - 0.5\text{Li}^+ - 0.5e^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_{2.5}\text{V}_{1.5}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (1) \\
\text{Li}_{2.5}\text{V}_{3+}\text{V}_{1/2}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 + 0.5\text{Li}^+ - 0.5e^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{V}_{4+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (2) \\
\text{Li}_2\text{V}_{3+}\text{V}_{4+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 - \text{Li}^+ - e^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{V}_{2+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (3) \\
\text{Li}_2\text{V}_{2+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 - \text{Li}^+ - e^- & \rightarrow \text{V}_{2}^{4+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (4)
\end{align*}
\]

**Discharge:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{V}_{2}^{4+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 + 2\text{Li}^+ + 2e^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{V}_{3+}\text{V}_{4+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (5) \\
\text{Li}_2\text{V}_{3+}\text{V}_{4+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 + 0.5\text{Li}^+ + 0.5e^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_{2.5}\text{V}_{3+}\text{V}_{1/2}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (6) \\
\text{Li}_{2.5}\text{V}_{3+}\text{V}_{1/2}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 + 0.5\text{Li}^+ + 0.5e^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_3\text{V}_{2+}\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_3 & (7)
\end{align*}
\]

Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 4B, when the upper cut-off voltage drops to 4.3 V vs. Li/Li$^+$, no solid solution region is observed. The cell exhibits three charge plateaus and correspondingly three discharge plateaus, being associated with the two-phase transition processes of Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ ↔ Li$_{2.5}$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ (~3.6 V vs. Li/Li$^+$), Li$_{2.5}$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ ↔ Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ (~3.7 V vs. Li/Li$^+$), and Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ ↔ LiV$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ (~4.1 V vs. Li/Li$^+$). As reported elsewhere [137-139], without
formation of kinetically sluggish $V_2(PO_4)_3$ phase, although the capacity is relatively low, more stable capacity retention on cycling can be observed for LVP in the voltage range of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li$^+$.  

4. Transport properties

The electrochemical performances of LIBs including capacity, cycle life, and rate capability are mainly dependent on the electronic and ionic conductivities of electrode materials. Thus, information on the transport properties of LVP is important and described in the following sections.

4.1. Electronic conductivity

In phosphate-type cathode materials, although the inductive effect generated by the $(PO_4)^{3-}$ groups can raise their operating potentials relative to the oxide counterparts [87, 140], the electronically insulating phosphate groups also isolate the valence electrons of transition metals within the lattices resulting in low intrinsic electronic conductivities [97]. The pristine LVP compound shows a relatively low electronic conductivity (e.g., $2 \times 10^{-8}$ S cm$^{-1}$ in [113], and $7.7 \times 10^{-8}$ S cm$^{-1}$ in [141]) as determined by the four-point-probe conductivity measurement, which is comparable to that of other lithium metal phosphates such as LFP [142], but much lower than that of LCO ($\sim 10^{-3}$ S cm$^{-1}$ [143]) and LMO ($\sim 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ [144]). Approaches such as surface coating with carbon [141, 145], transition metal doping [146], or a combination of them [147] have been attempted to increase the electronic conductivity of LVP. Results show that a remarkable jump in electrical conductivity has been achieved, e.g., $7.2 \times 10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$ for LVP/C (2.7 wt%, weight percent) [141], and $8.6 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ for Nb-doped LVP/C (2.3 wt%) [147].
4.2. Lithium diffusion

The diffusion of lithium ions into and out of active materials is central to the operation of LIBs, which is the rate-determining step in an electrochemical reaction as compared to the electronic conduction [148]. For example, the charge/discharge rate capability, an important factor for high-power LIB application, is largely related to Li-ion diffusivity. Higher diffusivity will lead to a faster lithium insertion/extraction rate. Recently, Lee et al. calculated the migration energies for Li-ion diffusion along different directions in LVP on the basis of a vacancy hopping mechanism using the Mott-Littleton method [149]. Fig. 5A shows the possible Li$^{+}$ migration pathways in LVP. The results indicate that the migration energies (< 0.4 eV) for Li$^{+}$ movement along quasi [100] direction (i.e., paths A, B, and C) are much lower than the other directions (0.8-3.7 eV), suggesting a facile lithium ion transport along the $a$-axis. Using the well-known Einstein relation of $D_{Li^{+}} \approx \exp(E_a/\kappa_BT)$, where $E_a$ is the migration energy, $\kappa_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T$ is the temperature, the Li$^{+}$ diffusion coefficient ($D_{Li^{+}}$) at room temperature (298 K) is calculated to be around $10^{-11}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ in the [100] direction ($E_a \approx 0.4$ eV).

In addition to the atomic level simulation, lithium diffusion in crystalline solid electrodes can also be determined by electrochemical techniques of cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) at a macroscopic scale [150-152]. Taking the CV plot as an example, with increasing the scan rate, not only the redox peaks become broadening and indistinct, but also the anodic (cathodic) peaks shift to higher (lower) potentials, which are caused by a limit in ionic conductivity. An important literature carried out by Rui et al. [153] has been devoted to systematical analysis of Li-ion diffusivity in LVP using these techniques. Here, it is worth mention that the $D_{Li^{+}}$ derived from the CV, EIS, and GITT techniques is valid only in the case of solid solutions. In the two-phase region, although the physical meaning of $D_{Li^{+}}$ is incomprehensible, the calculated $D_{Li^{+}}$ can be taken as an effective measure that reflects the intensity of long- and short-range interactions.
between the lithium ions [150], and is known as the apparent diffusion coefficient (\( D_{\text{Li}^+}^{\text{app}} \)). It is found that the diffusion coefficient is closely related to the voltage states of charging and discharging as reflected by the “W” shape of \( D_{\text{Li}^+} \) - V curves in Fig. 5B [153]. The \( D_{\text{Li}^+} \) measured in the single-phase region ranges from \( 10^{10} \) to \( 10^9 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). The \( D_{\text{Li}^+}^{\text{app}} \) in the two-phase regions calculated from CV and GITT is in the ranges of \( 10^{11} \) to \( 10^{10} \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\), and \( 10^{13} \) to \( 10^8 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\),
respectively. Besides, there are also some other reports regarding the lithium diffusion coefficient in LVP with different results [154-160]. For example, the $D_{Li^+}$ obtained from GITT by Huang et al. [154] is around $10^{-9}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ during the discharge process between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li$^+$. Jiang et al. [156] reported that the $D_{Li^+}^{app}$ in the voltage range of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li$^+$ is about $10^{-10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ from CV and EIS.

Apparently, the low electronic and ionic conductivities of LVP will cause slow kinetics of charge and discharge, resulting in poor rate capacity and low capacity utilization. Thus, improvement on the electronic conductivity and lithium diffusion has become the core of LVP study. Over the past few years, various approaches, such as doping with supervalent cations [161], coating conductive materials (e.g., carbon) [162], scaling down the particle size [163], and tailoring the morphology and texture [164], have been explored to mitigate the drawbacks mentioned above. Therefore, in the following sections, we will introduce the synthesis methods, and benefits to the electrochemical properties of LVP in detail.

5. Synthesis

5.1. Solid state reaction

Solid-state reaction is the most common method to prepare ceramics, in which solid precursors are ground or ball-milled together, followed by heat-treatment of the resultant mixture in a furnace [165]. In the case of LVP, the raw reactants generally involve not only lithium (e.g., LiF, Li$_2$CO$_3$, LiOH, or CH$_3$COOLi), vanadium (e.g., V$_2$O$_5$, or NH$_4$VO$_3$), and phosphorous (e.g., NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ or (NH$_4$)$_2$HPO$_4$) sources, but also carbon-containing (e.g., acetylene black) or organic compounds (e.g., glucose) [123, 166-170]. After thorough mixing, the precursors are initially heated to 300-400 °C to expel the gases (e.g., H$_2$O and NH$_3$), and then reground and calcined at a temperature ranging from 600 to 1000 °C for 10-24 h under inert gas or slightly reducing atmosphere. During calcination, the carbon, be it directly
added or that formed from pyrolysis of the organic precursor, can act as a reductant to reduce \( \text{V}^{5+} \) into \( \text{V}^{3+} \). In this manner, such synthesis approach is also known as the carbothermal reduction method. The properties of final products are closely related to the starting materials, calcination temperature and time. For example, Fu et al. [168] conducted a comparative study on the use of different lithium sources (LiF, and \( \text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 \)). It is found that the LVP product using LiF precursor has a lower calcination temperature (700 °C) and smaller particle size (around 300 nm), and thus exhibits a better electrochemical performance. They also analyzed the effect of different calcination temperatures on the performance of LVP [123]. By calcining at 750 °C, the impurity phase \( \text{Li}_3\text{PO}_4 \) can be detected, and at 1000 °C, the particles grow rather large (5-10 μm). The optimized temperature is 900 °C, at which the as-obtained LVP shows the particle size of 1-5 μm (Fig. 6A) and presents the highest initial capacity.

One disadvantage with the above solid-state reaction is long period of calcination. Recently, microwave heating has become an important sintering technique instead of furnace heating, which dramatically reduces reaction times (from days and hours to minutes and seconds) [171-174]. Besides, microwave-assisted solid-state synthesis is generally quite simpler, cleaner, and more energy efficient and economical than the conventional route. Microwave heating is a process whereby microwaves produced by magnetrons are directed toward reactants or heating medium, which absorb the electromagnetic energy volumetrically to achieve self-heating uniformly and rapidly. With these advantages, microwave solid-state method is deservedly adopted to prepare LVP cathode materials for LIBs [138, 175-177]. An early attempt at applying microwaves to synthesize LVP has been made by Yang et al. [138]. It is found that crystalline LVP can be rapidly synthesized at 750 °C for 5 min in microwave irradiation field. Compared with the electrochemical properties of the LVP sample prepared by the conventional solid-state reaction, microwave-derived LVP presents higher reversible capacity and better cycling stability.
Although the above described solid-state reactions have advantages of simple and suitable for mass production, they suffer from a series of problems, such as inhomogeneity, irregular morphology, uncontrollable particle growth and agglomeration (i.e., large particle size), limiting the capacity contribution, especially at high charge/discharge rates.

5.2. Sol-gel chemistry

Sol-gel synthesis is a wet chemical approach for producing solid materials from small molecules, and is considered to be a promising route to design nanosized electrode materials for LIBs [178]. It is because that the sol-gel method has a series of advantages over the traditional solid-state reaction, such as homogeneous mixing the reactants at the atomic or molecular level, low synthesis temperature, short heating time, small particle size on a nanometer scale and uniform particle distribution [179]. Sol-gel process is the conversion of a colloidal suspension (sol) into an integrated 3D network (gel) with pores of submicrometer dimensions and polymeric chains whose average length is greater than 1 μm [180]. Specifically, it involves several steps: precursor → hydrolysis → reactive monomer → condensation → sol gelation → gel → further treatment [179]. According to this synthetic procedure, various precursors (e.g., V₂O₅ [181], and NH₄VO₃ [182] as vanadium sources), solvents (e.g., deionized water [183], and 1,2-propylene glycol [184]), chelating agents (e.g., citric acid [139, 145, 185-187], polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [188], oxalic acid [189], glycine [190], and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [156], ) have been used to assist sol-gel preparation of LVP cathode materials. Taking PVA as an example [156], 5 wt% PVA was added to an aqueous solution containing stoichiometric Li₂CO₃, NH₄H₂PO₄, and NH₄VO₃ under vigorous stirring, followed by evaporation at 120 °C to get a gel precursor. Then the precursor was heat treated at 750 °C for 4 h in N₂ atmosphere. PVA was employed here not only as a chelating reagent but also as a carbon source. The as-synthesized carbon coated LVP (LVP/C) displays a particle morphology with size of
200-500 nm (Fig. 6B), and shows a good cycling performance (e.g., 100 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 1 C rate between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\)).

5.3. Hydrothermal method

Hydrothermal method with advantages of simplicity, homogeneous products, narrow particle-size distributions, morphology control, fast reaction kinetics, short processing times, phase purity, high crystallinity, low temperature post-calcination, low cost, etc., has been extensively studied over many decades for the synthesis of a variety of functional nanomaterials with specific sizes and shapes [191-195]. In the hydrothermal process, water is used as the main reaction medium with proper reactants placed in a Teflon-lined autoclave, which is then heated to a targeted temperature to accelerate the reaction. Generally, the temperature is higher than the boiling point of water (100 °C) to develop a high self-generated vapor pressure in a closed system. Nowadays, the hydrothermal process has become an important technique for the synthesis of various electrode materials for LIBs [192].

In 2008, Chang et al. [196] reported the preparation of flake-like LVP/C (1-3 μm) under hydrothermal reaction condition at 160 °C for 2 h, where LiOH·H\(_2\)O, NH\(_4\)VO\(_3\), and NH\(_4\)H\(_2\)PO\(_4\) were used as starting materials in a molar ratio of 3 : 2 : 3. Besides, glucose was also used as the reducing agent and the carbon source for conductive coating. To increase the crystallinity, the hydrothermal product was further fired at 700 °C for 6 h under flowing Ar. The resulting LVP/C shows a discharge capacity of 142 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\) at a rate of 1 C, whereas LVP/C particles (2-4 μm) prepared by the solid-state reaction only have 122 mAh g\(^{-1}\). In 2010, Liu et al. [197] reported the hydrothermal synthesis of LVP nanorods at 180 °C for 24-36 h without subsequent calcination step. Li\(_2\)CO\(_3\), V\(_2\)O\(_5\), HOOC\(_2\)O\(_2\)·2H\(_2\)O and H\(_3\)PO\(_4\) were used as the starting materials. The obtained LVP nanorods have diameters of ~60 nm and lengths of around 0.5-1 μm, and display a superior rate capability (e.g., 101.1 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 10 C
between 3.0 and 4.6 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\)). Qiao et al. [198] investigated the effect of different synthetic routes on structure and electrochemical performance of LVP/C cathodes. It is found that the LVP/C synthesized by hydrothermal method shows smaller particle size, higher discharge capacity, better rate capability than those by solid-state reaction and sol-gel method. Even at a high charge/discharge rate of 10 C, the hydrothermal-derived LVP/C still can deliver a capacity of 106.6 mAh g\(^{-1}\) in the potential range of 3.0-4.8 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\). Very recently, Duan et al. [199] synthesized LVP@C core-shell nanoparticles with sizes of 20-40 nm using a hydrothermal-assisted method (Fig. 6C). Ascorbic acid and polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG-400) were adopted as carbon sources and reductants. In the hydrothermal process, a partially carbonized layer was formed, which hindered the particle growth during the high-temperature calcination. The as-prepared LVP@C nanocomposite exhibits a remarkably high rate capability and long cyclability, delivering a discharge capacity of 138 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 5 C within the voltage range of 3-4.8 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\) and a capacity retention of 86% after 1000 cycles.

5.4. Spray pyrolysis

Spray pyrolysis is a powerful technique to continuously produce a wide variety of ceramic powders in a single-step for a short operative time [200]. Apart from its simplicity, spray pyrolysis technique has capability to produce high purity, chemically homogenous powders with fine size, non-agglomerate, and spherical morphology. The spray pyrolysis apparatus is mainly composed of a droplet generator, a quartz reactor and a powder collector [201]. In spray pyrolysis, precursor solution is initially carried into a heated tubular reactor through a carrier gas, where the solvent in the droplets is evaporated and solid particles are formed. Subsequently, the solid particles are treated in the high temperature zone of the reaction tube to form the crystallized phases. Depending on the process parameters such as
precursor solution, atomization of precursor solution, aerosol transport and decomposition of precursor, it is available to synthesize particles with well controlled morphology and composition.

Ko et al. [202] reported the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis synthesis of spherical LVP/C powders with sucrose as the carbon source. The precursor solution was prepared by dissolving stoichiometric amounts of lithium carbonate, vanadium oxide, and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate in a dilute nitric acid solution with the addition of sucrose. The reactor temperature was set at 1300 °C. The precursor powders obtained by spray pyrolysis have a spherical shape irrespective of the concentration of sucrose. After post-treatment at 700 °C for 3 h in 10% H2/N2 atmosphere, the spherical shape of precursors with sucrose is retained (e.g., 0.1 M sucrose, Fig. 6D), whereas the spheres are collapsed with severe aggregation in the absence of sucrose. Later the same group synthesized nano-sized LVP/C composite powders by combination of spray pyrolysis and milling process [203]. Citric acid and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) were used as chelating agents to control the morphologies of the LVP precursor powders. Hollow, thin-walled precursor spheres are obtained at the optimized concentrations of citric acid and EDTA (0.1 M), and maintained after the post-treatment. Moreover, the hollow structures are easily pulverized into fine nanoparticles by simple milling process. The as-synthesized nano-sized LVP/C exhibits higher discharge capacity, better cycling stability and rate performance than the bare LVP.

5.5. Freeze-drying method

Recently, freeze-drying method has also been used for the preparation of LIB cathodes such as LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 [204], Li1.131Mn0.50Ni0.243Co0.12O2 [205], and LFP [206]. This cryochemical route is simple, and can provide the opportunity to obtain the products with high homogeneity and fine particle size. In 2012, Wang et al. [207] applied the freeze-drying method to synthesize the homogeneous LVP/C. In a typical synthesis procedure, a colloid sol containing
NH₄VO₃, LiOH·H₂O, H₃PO₄, and citric acid was initially poured drop-by-drop into liquid nitrogen, followed by another vacuum drying process at -40 °C to remove the solid solvent completely. Li₃V₂(PO₄)₃/C was finally obtained by sintering at high temperature in N₂ atmosphere. As indicated by the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (Fig. 6E), the prepared LVP/C has particle size of around 1-2 μm, and every particle is enwrapped by a homogeneously transparent carbon layer. In addition, a porous structure is also detected (inset in Fig. 6E), which is most probably due to the fast removal of the solid solvent during the precursor preparation. This LVP/C cathode shows good high rate performance (e.g., delivering 85 mAh g⁻¹ at 30 C rate) and cycling stability (e.g., no capacity fading at 10 C after 300 cycles) in the potential window of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Another freeze-drying work on the LVP was carried out by Qiao et al. [208]. The synthesis procedure is similar, and polystyrene (PS) spheres were used as the carbon source. The as-prepared LVP/C shows a uniform particle size distribution and the particle size is less than 300 nm. The electrochemical property test indicates that the LVP/C has high rate capability and excellent cycling stability, e.g., delivering an initial discharge capacity of 93 mAh g⁻¹ at a high rate of 30 C, and sustaining at 61 mAh g⁻¹ after 500 cycles.

5.6. Electrospinning

Electrospinning has been widely used to produce continuous nanofibers of various organic, inorganic, and hybrid materials with controlled diameter, morphology and surface topology [209-211]. Electrospinning is a top-down approach with the advantages of simple, versatile, cost-effective, high yield, and high degree of reproducibility of the obtained materials [209]. The principle of electrospinning is based on the application of an electric field between the syringe (spinneret) and collector. When the applied electric field reaches a critical value, the electrostatic repulsions among the charges on the surface of the drop overcome the surface tension, and a jet is drawn from the spinneret under a
constant flow rate. This facile method has been successfully applied to produce a series of nanofiber electrode materials for LIBs [212-214]. In the case of LVP, a pioneer work regarding the electrospinning method was carried out by Chen et al. [215] using a homogeneous viscous aqueous solution containing raw materials of NH$_4$VO$_3$, NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$, CH$_3$COOLi·2H$_2$O, PVP, and citric acid. The precursor nanofibers were then calcined at 800 °C for 4 h in Ar atmosphere. The obtained LVP/C fibers have diameters of 90-220 nm, and lengths of up to 5-20 μm (Fig. 6F). The specific surface area is measured to be as large as 160.75 m$^2$g$^{-1}$, which yields high contact area with the electrolyte, resulting in the improved electrochemical performance, e.g., delivering a high discharge capacity of 190 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 C between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li$^+$, and 132 mAh g$^{-1}$ even at a high rate of 20 C.

5.7. Electrostatic spray deposition

Electrostatic spray deposition (ESD) has recently attracted much attention as a promising technique for the fabrication of inorganic thin films, especially for LIB electrode materials [216-219]. It has shown many advantages over some conventional deposition techniques (e.g., sputtering, and chemical vapor deposition), such as a simple set-up, non-vacuum, high deposition efficiency, and easy control of the surface morphology of the deposited layers (e.g., sponge-like, dense, fractal-like, and cross-linked porous structures, etc.). The ESD is based on applying a high direct current (DC) voltage between the nozzle and the grounded substrate to atomize the precursor solution into the aerosol. Specifically, the whole process involves five steps: (1) spray production; (2) droplet transportation, evaporation, and disruption; (3) preferential landing of droplets on the substrate; (4) discharge, spreading and penetration of solution droplets on the surface; and (5) decomposition, reaction and surface diffusion of the solutes [216].

In 2009, Wang et al. [220] reported the fabrication of a LVP/C film via the ESD technique. The precursor solution was prepared by dissolving the raw materials of NH$_4$VO$_3$, LiNO$_3$·H$_2$O, H$_3$PO$_4$, and glucose in a mixed solvent.
containing deionized water, ethanol, and 1,2-propylene glycol. A flat graphite sheet was used as the substrate and heated at 240 °C, and the applied DC voltage was 12.5 kV. The deposited film was finally thermal treated at 700 °C for 8 h in Ar atmosphere. Interestingly, the obtained LVP/C film exhibits a walnut-kernel-like morphology with size of around 10 μm (Fig. 6G). The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis reveals that the film is comprised of many small LVP crystals (about 50 nm) distributed in a continuous carbon matrix. In the voltage range of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li⁺, such a nanostructured LVP/C thin film shows stable capacity retention and excellent rate capability, e.g., delivering 80 mAh g⁻¹ at 24 C.

5.8. Other methods

In addition to the above-mentioned classic preparation methods, some other approaches have also been demonstrated to produce LVP cathode materials. One of them is the rheological phase reaction method [221-223]. Actually, it is a liquid-solid phase reaction in which the solid particles and liquid substances are uniformly distributed. Chang et al. [221] were the first to fabricate LVP/C using this method. Stoichiometric Li₂CO₃, V₂O₅, and NH₄H₂PO₄ were initially mixed by grinding, and then appropriate amount of polyethyleneglycol 300 (PEG-300) and water were added to get a rheological body. In this rheological system, solid-state starting materials are coated efficiently by PEG-300 fluid, resulting in a high-quality carbon coating during the calcination process (Fig. 6H). The electrochemical properties of LVP/C in terms of the capacity and cycling stability obtained by rheological phase reaction are much better than that synthesized by the conventional solid-state reaction. An in situ polymerization method was also introduced to synthesize high performance LVP/C using acrylamide as monomer, (NH₄)₂S₂O₈ as initiator, N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (MBA) as cross-linking agent [159]. After carbonization, a 3D carbon network is obtained, which provides conductive pathways in favor of electron transport and the kinetic extraction/insertion of Li.
Fig. 6 The morphology of LVP cathode materials prepared by different methods. (A) Solid-state reaction. Reproduced with permission from [123]. (B) Sol-gel chemistry. Reproduced with permission from [156]. (C) Hydrothermal method. Reproduced with permission from [199]. (D) Spray pyrolysis. Reproduced with permission from [202]. (E) Freeze-drying method. Reproduced with permission from [207]. (F) Electrospinning. Reproduced with permission from [215]. (G) Electrostatic spray deposition. Reproduced with permission from [220]. (H) Rheological phase reaction. Reproduced with permission from [221]. (I) Ionothermal method. Reproduced with permission from [226].
ions. Nathiya et al. [224] explored a combustion reaction method to produce nanocrystalline LVP/C composite (around 50 nm) using corn (i.e., a cheap and commonly available polysaccharide) as fuel, which decomposed (< 200 °C) into a finely cooked fluffy mass to hinder the particle growth during the high-temperature calcination. Nagamine et al. [225] reported a fast synthesis of LVP/C crystals via a glass-ceramic processing. A glass with the composition of 37.5Li2O-25V2O5-37.5P2O5 (mol%, mole percent) was initially prepared by a conventional melt-quenching method and then crystallized with 10 wt% glucose in 7%H2/Ar atmosphere at 700 °C to form LVP/C particles. Li et al. [226] developed an ionothermal method to synthesize nanostructured LVP/C cathode materials using three kinds of imidazolium-based ionic liquids (i.e., 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([emim][BF4]), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate ([emim][OTf]), and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate ([emim][OAc])) as both reaction mediums and structure-directing agents. It is found that the LVP/C sample prepared from [emim][OAc] presents smaller particle size (0.2-1 μm) and more uniform particle size distribution (Fig. 61), and thus exhibits higher reversible capacities under various current rates.

6. Approaches to improve the electrochemical properties

6.1. Carbon coating

Coating of the LVP particle surface with amorphous carbon is the most common way to enhance its electronic conductivity so that the active materials can be largely utilized at high current rates [167, 227-230]. Carbon coating can also alleviate the growing up and aggregation of LVP particles during the high-temperature calcination. Additionally, carbon can act as a reducing agent to reduce V5+ to V3+ and thus simplify the atmosphere requirement in the synthesis [137]. The carbon coating is usually realized by introducing carbon sources in the starting materials, including carbon black [169], high area carbon [170], Ketjenblack carbon [163], carbon nanoflakes [231], and organic precursors such as
citric acid [186, 232-234], maleic acid [235], ascorbic acid [198, 236], humic acid [166], stearic acid [157], sucrose [237-239], glucose [162, 167], maltose [189], crystal sugar [230, 240], starch [241], chitosan [242], EDTA [222], PS spheres [208, 243], PVP [188], β-cyclodextrin [182], PVA [244-246], carboxy methyl cellulose (CMC) [247], glycine [190], phenolic resin [123], PEG-400 [248], PEG-10,000 [249], poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF) [137], 1,4-dihydroxy-2-butyn [250], and Baker’s yeast cells [251], etc. For the organic precursors, they can be converted into electronically conductive carbon through pyrolysis processes at high temperatures under inert atmosphere.

A seven-order-of-magnitude increase in the electronic conductivity is obtained by adding PEG-10,000 to produce carbon coated on LVP raw materials through a simple solid-state reaction [249]. The TEM images (Fig. 7) clearly depicts that a carbon layer (ca. 30-40 nm) is uniformly coated on LVP particle surface, and LVP particles are connected very well through the carbon network. The as-prepared LVP/C composite not only achieves almost theoretical capacity but also shows good rate capability and excellent cycling stability in the voltage range of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Actually, the effects of carbon coating on the electrochemical properties of LVP are mainly dependent on its quality, including the carbon content, the degree of graphitization, the morphology and the distribution of the carbon on LVP surface. Although the conductivity of LVP can be significantly improved by carbon coating, excess carbon may lead to the obstruction of lithium ion diffusion, and will seriously decrease the tap density. Hence, it is necessary to optimize the carbon content. Rui et al. [189] designed a maltose-assisted sol-gel method to synthesize LVP/C composites, and the carbon content was controlled by the amount of maltose. With increasing the maltose amount, four LVP/C samples with different carbon contents of 5.7, 9.6, 11.6 and 15.3 wt% are obtained. The electrochemical results show that the sample with 11.6 wt% carbon content exhibits the lowest charge-transfer resistance and the best electrochemical properties, especially for the rate capability, e.g., the capacity decreasing by only 7.2% from 125 mAh g⁻¹ at 0.5 C to 116 mAh g⁻¹
at 5 C between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li$^+$ (Fig. 8A). Jiang et al. [239] reported that the optimal carbon content in LVP/C is 7.7 wt% on the base of a carbothermal reduction method using sucrose as the carbon source.

Research on carbon coating has also focused on degree of graphitization (i.e., the $sp^2$/sp$^3$ ratio). Graphite carbon ($sp^2$-coordinated) is more conductive, and allows faster Li$^+$ diffusion than disordered carbon ($sp^3$-coordinated) [252]. In general, the amount of graphite carbon in the coating can be detected from the band-intensity ratio of graphite ($I_G$) and disordered carbon ($I_D$) in the Raman spectroscopy. The $I_G/I_D$ ratio is closely related to the carbon source and the sintering temperature, and much effort has been made to obtain high-quality carbon coatings. Recently, a $I_G/I_D$ ratio of 1.15 is obtained by an in-situ carbonization of PEG-10,000 at 850 °C [249]. Later a higher quality carbon coating ($I_G/I_D = 1.56$) is achieved by a carbothermal reduction method (850 °C) using PVA as the carbon source [246]. The as-prepared LVP/C composite presents a long-term cyclability, retaining more than 90% of initial capacity after 2000
cycles at a high rate of 5 C between 3.0 and 4.2 V vs. Li/Li⁺. In this way, high-quality carbon coating can reduce the consumption of conductive carbon, and thus increase the tap density.

In addition to the degree of graphitization, different carbon sources and sintering temperatures have different effects on the morphology and distribution of carbon deposited on the surface of LVP particles, and the crystallinity of LVP, leading to different electrochemical properties of LVP. Rui et al. [137] investigated the influence of four selected carbon sources (i.e., citric acid, glucose, PVDF and starch) on the electrochemical performance of LVP/C composites. With keeping the same molar ratio of carbon atom to LVP, the residual carbon is determined to be 1.3, 13.3, 12.7, and 10.5 wt% in LVP/C composites that derived from carbon sources of citric acid, glucose, PVDF and starch, respectively. The lowest carbon content for citric acid is attributed to the existence of carboxyl, which could decompose to CO₂ gas instead of contributing to residual carbon during the heating process. The morphology analysis indicates that the LVP/C prepared from PVDF has relatively homogeneous coating of carbon, and nano-sized particles. Of all four samples,
PVDF-derived LVP/C exhibits the best rate capability, e.g., possessing a capacity of 95 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1} even at a high rate of 5 C in the voltage region of 3.0–4.3 V vs. Li/Li\textsuperscript{+} (Fig. 8B). One of work on sintering temperatures was carried out by Qiao et al. [157]. They LVP/C composites were synthesized by a carbothermal reduction method under sintering temperatures of 600, 650, 700 and 750 °C using stearic acid as the carbon source. It is found that the LVP phase is not well crystallized at a low temperature of 600 °C, and the particle size becomes larger at higher temperature of 750 °C. TEM study shows that LVP particles prepared at 700 °C is coated with a uniform carbon layer (a thickness of ~13 nm), which is believed to improve the electronic conductivity and thus results in the enhanced electrochemical properties. For example, it has 7.8% capacity loss of the initial capacity between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li\textsuperscript{+} at 1 C, while regarding to the LVP/C samples synthesized at 600, 650 and 750 °C, the values are as high as 24.9%, 14.0%, and 11.3%, respectively (Fig. 8C).

More details about the effect of the carbon coating on the electrochemical performance of LVP cathodes are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 The effect of carbon coating on the electrochemical performance of LVP cathodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon Sources</th>
<th>Preparation method</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Electrochemical performance</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>Sol-gel and hydrothermal</td>
<td>3.8 wt%</td>
<td>~10 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.5 V, showing an initial capacity of 127.8 mAh g(^{-1}) with a capacity retention of 98.5% after 50 cycles at ~0.2 C</td>
<td>[162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA-2000</td>
<td>Sol-gel</td>
<td>3.1 wt%</td>
<td>~6 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, reversible capacity of 100 mAh g(^{-1}) at 1 C</td>
<td>[156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Carbothermal reduction (CTR)</td>
<td>0.39-2.28 wt%</td>
<td>~1-30 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 132.7 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.1 C</td>
<td>[243]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stearic acid</td>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>2.67-3.1 wt%</td>
<td>~1-13 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 185.9, 140.9, and 112.1 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.1, 5, and 15 C, respectively</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oleic acid</td>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>~2 wt%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 131 mAh g(^{-1}) at 1 C</td>
<td>[253]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>Spray pyrolysis</td>
<td>7.5 wt%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 138 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) at 0.1C</td>
<td>[202]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascorbic acid</td>
<td>Hydrothermal</td>
<td>1.72 wt%</td>
<td>~6 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 106.6 mAh g(^{-1}) at 10 C</td>
<td>[198]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>Hydrothermal</td>
<td>~5 wt%</td>
<td>~5 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 145 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) at 0.1C</td>
<td>[254]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-dihydroxy-2-butene</td>
<td>Hydrothermal</td>
<td>2.62 wt%</td>
<td>— 1.15 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 183.8, 160.9, and 121.5 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.2, 1, and 15 C, respectively</td>
<td>[250]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine</td>
<td>Sol-gel</td>
<td>8 wt%</td>
<td>~8 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 125.4, and 99.5 mAh g(^{-1}) at 1, and 20 C, respectively</td>
<td>[190]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citric acid</td>
<td>Freeze-drying</td>
<td>3.98 wt%</td>
<td>10-20 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 110.8, 97.9, and 85 mAh g(^{-1}) at 5, 10, and 30 C, respectively</td>
<td>[207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker’s yeast cell</td>
<td>Biomimetic approach</td>
<td>16.4 wt%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 126.7, and 100.5 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.2, and 5 C, respectively</td>
<td>[251]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA-124</td>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>4.63 wt%</td>
<td>~10 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 187.6 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.1 C and 140 mAh g(^{-1}) at 10 C</td>
<td>[244]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citric acid</td>
<td>Sol-gel</td>
<td>1.57-4.56 wt%</td>
<td>~2-3 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 117.6, and 83.6 mAh g(^{-1}) during the 150(^{th}) cycle at 10 and 20 C, respectively</td>
<td>[186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starch</td>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>3.45 wt%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 130 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.1 C and 91.5 mAh g(^{-1}) at 2 C</td>
<td>[241]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citric acid</td>
<td>Spray-drying</td>
<td>4.1 wt%</td>
<td>~2.5 nm</td>
<td>In 2.5-4.5 V, 161.3 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.1 C and 111.64 mAh g(^{-1}) at 10 C</td>
<td>[232]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine and β-cyclodextrin</td>
<td>Sol-gel</td>
<td>7.5 wt%</td>
<td>~5 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 74.5 mAh g(^{-1}) with 90.8% capacity retention after 250 cycles at 50 C</td>
<td>[182]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>Sol-gel</td>
<td>0.98-3.48 wt%</td>
<td>~12 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 127.2, 115.1, and 81.8 mAh g(^{-1}) at 1, 10, and 20 C, respectively</td>
<td>[188]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maleic acid</td>
<td>Sol-gel</td>
<td>3.3-5.8 wt%</td>
<td>~5 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 179.8, and 154.6 mAh g(^{-1}) at 0.1, and 0.5 C, respectively</td>
<td>[235]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Freeze-drying</td>
<td>4.21 wt%</td>
<td>~9 nm</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 105.6 and 93.3 mAh g(^{-1}) at 15</td>
<td>[208]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2. Graphene modification

Graphene, a monolayer of sp²-bonded carbon atoms arranged in six-membered rings, has become one of the most exciting topics of research in the last several years due to its extraordinary electrical/thermal conductivities, ultrahigh specific surface area, good mechanical strength and chemical stability [255-257]. On the basis of these advantages, incorporation of graphene with electrode materials including anodes and cathodes has been successfully developed and was reported to have superior electrochemical performance for LIBs [258-261]. Of course, graphene can also serve as the conducting support material to enhance the capacity delivery and cycle performance of LVP batteries [141, 262-269].

In 2011, Liu et al. [262] firstly reported the preparation of LVP/graphene nanocomposite through a solution-based process combined with high temperature reaction. Based on these two steps, well-crystallized LVP nanoparticles with sizes of 50-500 nm are adhered to the surface of the graphene layer and/or enwrapped into the graphene sheets. Minor amount of graphene (less than 1.14 wt%) in LVP/graphene composite results in a large improvement of the rate performance and cycling stability. For example, a discharge capacity of 82 mAh g⁻¹ is pronounced at a very high current rate of 50 C between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Lately, our group introduced a nanoporous carbon matrix in addition to
the graphene to further improve the electron transportation [267]. By using a sol-gel-based route, LVP nanocrystals embedded in a nanoporous carbon matrix attached onto reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets (abbreviated as
LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO) are obtained. Here, it is worth to mention that the graphene sheet obtained by the chemical/thermal reduction method is also known as rGO. The synthetic procedure and mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9A. The presence of graphene oxide sheets not only acts as the heterogeneous nucleation site to facilitate the growth of nanograins of LVP, but also helps to separate the LVP grains and prevent the coarsening of LVP particles during the heat treatment process. SEM image (Fig. 9B) shows that quasi-spherical particles with a size of 20-80 nm are uniformly anchored onto the surface of rGO nanosheets. The high-resolution (HR) TEM image (Fig. 9C) of a single nanoparticle reveals that it consists of LVP nanograins with sizes in the range of 5-8 nm embedded in an amorphous nanoporous carbon matrix. The mesopores carbon feature is further confirmed by the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) analysis with an average pore size of 3.3 nm. Such hierarchical structure including highly conductive rGO sheets and carbon matrix ensures the fast charge transfer within the whole electrode and to the current collector (Fig. 9D). Additionally, the nanoporous carbon can act as an electrolyte container to allow fast Li⁺ migration to each LVP nanoparticle, and also provides an elastic buffer to maintain structural integrity during repeated charge-discharge processes. Furthermore, the flexibility of rGO sheets is benefit to fabricate the binder-free cathode (inset in Fig. 9D), which can further improve the electrical conductivity and electrolyte permeation in the electrode. Combining with short Li⁺ diffusion distance for ultrafine LVP nanocrystals (5-8 nm), the LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO cathode exhibits excellent lithium storage performance, especially at high current densities. In the voltage region of 3.0-4.3 vs. Li/Li⁺ (Fig. 9E), even at a very high current rate of 50 C, it can still deliver a high capacity of 90 mAh g⁻¹, and maintains at 88 mAh g⁻¹ after 1000 cycles. While the LVP/C electrode prepared in the absent of rGO sheets only shows low discharge capacities of 52 and 15 mAh g⁻¹ at 30 and 40 C, respectively, and even cannot be discharged at a high rate of 50 C. In the voltage region of 3.0-4.8 vs. Li/Li⁺ (Fig. 9F), the LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO cathode delivers discharge capacities of 145, 126 and 109 mAh g⁻¹ at current rates of 10, 20, and 30 C, respectively. Also, a superior
cycling performance at 30 C is achieved in such wider voltage window (inset in Fig. 9F), showing a discharge capacity of 91 mAh g⁻¹ during the 1000ᵗʰ cycle.

6.3. Other conductive coatings and additives

Alternatives to carbon coating and LVP/graphene hybrids include some metal, metal oxide, and glassy lithium phosphate coatings, as well as some conductive additives, which can also improve considerably the kinetics of LVP without altering the crystal structure [147, 270-276]. In 2010, Zhang et al. [270] made LVP/(Ag + C) composites through carbothermal reduction method using polypropylene as both reduction agent and carbon source followed by chemical plating of Ag on LVP/C. From the HRTEM images in Fig. 10A, it is found that Ag nanoparticles with diameter of about 15 nm are loaded on the LVP/C particles. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements show that, as compared to pure LVP and LVP/C cathodes, the charge transfer resistance of carbon and silver co-modified LVP/(Ag + C) cathode is significantly decreased, leading to its highest discharge capacity (172 mAh g⁻¹) at 0.1 C between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺ (Fig. 10B).

Surface modifications of olivine-type phosphate materials by coating nonelectroactive metal oxides have been proved to be an effective method in improving the cathode performance [277]. In the case of lithium vanadium phosphate, Zhai et al. [271] modified LVP/C with a coating of MgO nanolayer (ca. 2 nm). Electrochemical measurements in terms of galvanostatic charge/discharge, EIS and cyclic voltammetry clearly show that MgO nanocoating stabilizes the structure of LVP cathode and decreases the interface charge transfer resistance, and thus enhances the reversibility of electrode reaction. Another work was SiO₂-modified LVP/C cathode [272]. Li₃V₂(PO₄)₃/C powders coated with various amounts of SiO₂ were synthesized by using tetraethyloxysilane (TEOS) as the silica source with the concentration of TEOS being 1, 2, and 3 wt% of LVP/C (abbreviated as LVP/C-1Si, LVP/C-2Si, and
LVP/C-3Si samples), respectively. The successful SiO\textsubscript{2} coating was confirmed by the analysis of X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and TEM. HRTEM image (Fig. 10C) of LVP/C-2Si indicates that the LVP particles are wrapped with a mixed amorphous carbon and SiO\textsubscript{2} layer with a thickness of 3-5 nm. Electrochemical tests reveal that LVP/C-2Si electrode shows remarkably improved electrochemical performance, especially at high C-rates. For example, LVP/C-2Si electrode delivers discharge capacities of 136 and 125 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1} at 2 and 5 C between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li\textsuperscript{+} (Fig. 10D), respectively, which are higher than those of pristine LVP/C electrode (i.e., 115 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1} at 2 C and 108 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1} at 5 C). It is believed to result from the alleviated vanadium dissolution, enhanced structural stability, and decreased charge-transfer resistance of the LVP/C cathode after SiO\textsubscript{2} modification. Besides metal oxides, glassy lithium phosphates are well known to be good, stable Li\textsuperscript{+} conductor, and have been applied to build Li-ion transportation pathways in LFP [278] and LiNi\textsubscript{0.5}Mn\textsubscript{1.5}O\textsubscript{4} [279] cathodes. Regarding to LVP, Xun et al. [273] prepared Li\textsubscript{4}P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} and Li\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} glass co-coated LVP (abbreviated as G-LVPO) from a non-stoichiometric set of precursors. The LVP phase is well crystallized at 900 °C, and a thin layer (<5 nm) of Li\textsubscript{4}P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} and Li\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} coated on LVP is observed by TEM (Fig. 10E). The amorphous Li\textsubscript{4}P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} and Li\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} coating provides a fast Li\textsuperscript{+} ion transport pathway to the primary particles located in the interior of the secondary particles, as well as reduces the rate of side reactions, leading to better rate and cycling performance than those of bare LVP. For example, G-LVPO (capacity retention: 96.4%) demonstrates more stable cycling ability than bare LVP (capacity retention: 84.8%) at 1 C between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li\textsuperscript{+} (Fig. 10F).
Introducing lithium metal oxide additives, such as Li$_4$Ti$_5$O$_{12}$ (LTO) and LCO, is another effective way to improve the rate capability and capacity of LVP. Wang et al. [274] adopted a sol-gel method to prepare LVP/LTO/C composites. In the range of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li$^+$, such cathode exhibits excellent rate capability and cyclic performance, e.g., reaching 75.5 mAh g$^{-1}$ at discharge rate of 50 C (charge rate: 25 C), which are attributed to the existence of the
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Fig. 10 (A) HRTEM images of LVP/(Ag + C), and (B) the first charge/discharge curves of LVP, LVP/C, and LVP/(Ag + C) electrodes at 0.1 C. Reproduced with permission from [270]. (C) TEM image of LVP/C-2Si, and (D) rate capability of pristine LVP/C, LVP/C-1Si, LVP/C-2Si, and LVP/C-3Si electrodes. Reproduced with permission from [272]. (E) TEM image of G-LVPO synthesized at 900 °C, and (F) cycling performance of bare LVP and G-LVPO at 1 C. Reproduced with permission from [273].
carbon with high electronic conductivity and LTO with high lithium ion diffusion coefficient \((10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1})\) [280]). Lately, they used electroactive LCO material as an additive to improve the electrochemical performance of LVP/C electrode.

6.4. Doping

Ion-doping is an efficient method to improve the intrinsic electronic conductivity and Li-ion diffusion. The positive effects of ion-doping on the capacity delivery, cycle life, and rate capability of LVP have been extensively demonstrated by different research groups [281-283]. Many supervalent cations, including Co\(^{2+}\) [284], Mn\(^{2+}\) [285], Ni\(^{3+}\) [286], Mg\(^{2+}\) [287], Ca\(^{2+}\) [254], Fe\(^{3+}\) [146], Cr\(^{3+}\) [161], Al\(^{3+}\) [288], Ce\(^{3+}\) [289], Sc\(^{3+}\) [254], Sn\(^{4+}\) [177], and Mo\(^{6+}\) [290], etc., have been employed as dopants in the LVP system. Even multi-element doping [291-293] and anion doping [294] were also carried out.

It is known that the 3D framework of LVP is isotypic with its Ti, Fe, Cr, Al and Sc analogues [117, 126], which provides the opportunity to partly substitute vanadium with other metal ions. Doping with supervalent cations in LVP was first reported by Ren et al. [146] in 2006 using the dopant of Fe\(^{3+}\) as an useful method to improve the bulk conductivity and structural stability. The optimal Fe-doping content \(x\) is 0.02-0.04 in Li\(_3\)V\(_2\)Fe\(_x\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\) system. It is found that the cell parameters of LVP decrease after incorporation of Fe\(^{3+}\) ions. The electrochemical tests reveal that the Li\(_3\)V\(_{1.98}\)Fe\(_{0.02}\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\)/C (1 wt%) shows the best charge/discharge cyclic stability from 177 mAh g\(^{-1}\) in the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) cycle to 126 mAh g\(^{-1}\) in the 80\(^{\text{th}}\) cycle (capacity retention: 71%) at C/5 rate in the range of 3.0-4.9 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\), whereas the undoped LVP/C (1 wt%) only has a capacity retention of 58% (Fig. 11A). Later on, great effort has been devoted to further improve the capacity retention and rate capability of LVP by substitution of V\(^{3+}\) with a series of other supervalent metal ions (e.g., Co\(^{2+}\), Mg\(^{2+}\), and Al\(^{3+}\)). Among them, Cr\(^{3+}\)-doped Li\(_3\)V\(_{1.9}\)Cr\(_{0.1}\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\)/C (6.5 wt%) compound shows promising results [161]. The Rietveld refinement of XRD patterns indicates that monoclinic single-phase Li\(_3\)V\(_{2.4}\)Cr\(_{0.6}\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\)/C (x =
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1) are obtained, and the lattice constants of $a$, $b$, $c$, and unit cell volume are also decreased with increasing $\text{Cr}^{3+}$ content due to the difference of ionic radius of $\text{Cr}^{3+}$ (0.64 Å) and $\text{V}^{3+}$ (0.74 Å). Four-point probe measurements show that the electronic conductivity is increased by 10 times after doping. In the voltage region of 3.0-4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺, although the initial capacity is slightly decreased for $\text{Cr}^{3+}$-doped cathodes, cycling stability and high-C-rate performance are significantly enhanced when the $\text{Cr}^{3+}$ content $x$ is no more than 0.1. At various charge-discharge rates (Fig. 11B), $\text{Li}_3\text{V}_{1.9}\text{Cr}_{0.1}\text{PO}_4/\text{C}$ exhibits the best capacity behavior (e.g., ~115 mAh g⁻¹ at 5 C).

Doping individual bivalent (e.g., $\text{Mg}^{2+}$) or tetravalent (e.g., $\text{Sn}^{4+}$) cations at the V sites has the problem of charge imbalance, which may lead to the impurity in the product [285]. As a result, a codoping strategy is proposed. For example, Deng et al. [291] investigated the effect of $\text{Ti}^{4+}$ and $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ codoping on the structural and electrochemical properties of LVP. The as-synthesized $\text{Li}_3\text{V}_{2.2}\text{Ti}_{0.8}\text{Mg}_{x}\text{PO}_4$ ($x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, $ and 0.25) samples are found to be single-phase (monoclinic symmetry) with no detection of impurities or unwanted structures. On the other hand, $\text{Ti}^{4+}$ and $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ codoping can reduce the particle size as well as narrow the particle size distribution. Charge-discharge measurements indicate that the cycling stability is significantly improved after doping, especially at relatively high current rates, e.g., retaining 82.4% of initial discharge capacity for the $\text{Li}_3\text{V}_{1.9}\text{Ti}_{0.05}\text{Mg}_{0.05}\text{PO}_4/\text{C}$ cathode at a rate of 0.5 C after 200 cycles between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺ (Fig. 11C).

Recently, doping metal cations (e.g., $\text{Na}^+$ [295], and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ [254]) at the Li sites instead of V sites in the LVP system was also investigated, and some positive impacts on active material utilization and capacity fading were achieved. For example, Chen et al. [296] synthesized $\text{Na}^+$-doped $\text{Li}_{3-x}\text{Na}_x\text{V}_2\text{PO}_4/\text{C}$ ($x = 0, 0.03, 0.05$ and 0.07) samples by a sol-gel method. Based on the analysis of XRD patterns, the cell volume of $\text{Na}^+$-doped samples is calculated to be somewhat larger than that of pristine one, which is because that the radius of $\text{Na}^+$ (0.97 Å) is larger than that of $\text{Li}^+$ (0.68 Å). Larger cell volume can provide more channel space for $\text{Li}^+$ transportation, leading to higher $\text{Li}^+$ diffusion coefficient,
which is verified by the calculation from GITT method. For example, Li\(^+\) diffusion coefficient of Li\(_{2.95}\)Na\(_{0.05}\)V\(_2\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\)/C is found to be at least three times higher than that of LVP/C. Moreover, the EIS indicates that the charge transfer resistance is largely reduced after Na\(^-\)-doping. Therefore, Na\(^+\)-doped cathodes display much better electrochemical performance than that of LVP/C, and Li\(_{2.95}\)Na\(_{0.05}\)V\(_2\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\)/C (2.9 wt%) exhibits the highest capacity and the best cycling stability. It can deliver an initial capacity of 173.1 mAh g\(^-1\) and capacity retention of 91% after 30 cycles at a high rate of 1 C between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\) (Fig. 11D).

In addition to the cation doping, it has been reported that anion doping (e.g., F [297], and Cl\(^-\) [294]) was also effective in enhancing the electrochemical performance of LVP. For example, the substitution of Cl\(^-\) for (PO\(_4\))\(^3-\) in LVP can reduce the charge transfer resistance of electrode and alleviate the polarization under high current densities [294]. Also the strong electronegative of Cl\(^-\) might decrease the Li-O bond energy and led to an easily extraction of lithium ions, e.g., showing an increase of two orders of magnitude in lithium ion diffusion coefficient for Li\(_3\)V\(_2\)(PO\(_4\))\(_2.88\)Cl\(_{0.12}\)/C (6.5 wt%) electrode. As a result, the high-rate capabilities at 5 and 8 C rates are improved significantly by Cl\(^-\) doping, e.g., presenting a high discharge capacity of 107 mAh g\(^-1\) for Li\(_3\)V\(_2\)(PO\(_4\))\(_2.88\)Cl\(_{0.12}\)/C (6.5 wt%) cathode after 80 cycles at 8 C between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\) (Fig. 11E). Furthermore, cation and anion codoping has been demonstrated recently in LVP. It was reported that Al\(^3+\) and Cl\(^-\)-substitution (Li\(_{3.98}\)Al\(_{0.02}\)(PO\(_4\))\(_2.99\)Cl\(_{0.01}\)/C) displays superior rate performance, e.g., delivering a discharge capacity of 103 mAh g\(^-1\) at 15 C after 100 cycles between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\) (Fig. 11F) [293].

More details about the effect of ion-doping on the electrochemical performance of LVP cathodes are summarized in Table 2.
Fig. 11 (A) Cycling performance of Li$_3$V$_{2-x}$Fe$_x$(PO$_4$)$_3$/C at 0.2 C. Reproduced with permission from [146]. (B) Rate capability of Li$_3$V$_{2-x}$Cr$_x$(PO$_4$)$_3$/C. Reproduced with permission from [161]. (C) Long-term cycling performance of Li$_3$V$_{2-x}$Ti$_x$Mg$_x$(PO$_4$)$_3$/C at 0.5 C. Reproduced with permission from [291]. (D) Cycling performance of Li$_3$$_{3-x}$Na$_x$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$/C at 1 C. Reproduced with permission from [296]. (E) Cycling performance of the pristine LVP/C and Li$_3$V$_{2}$(PO$_4$)$_{2.88}$Cl$_{0.12}$/C at 5 and 8 C (inset is the 10$^{th}$ charge-discharge profiles of Li$_3$V$_{2}$(PO$_4$)$_{2.88}$Cl$_{0.12}$/C at 5 and 8 C). Reproduced with permission from [294]. (F) Cycling performance of Li$_3$V$_{1.98}$Al$_{0.02}$(PO$_4$)$_{2.99}$Cl$_{0.01}$/C at 0.05 and 15 C. Reproduced with permission from [293].
### Table 2 The effect of ion-doping on the electrochemical performance of LVP cathodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dopants</th>
<th>Optimized composition</th>
<th>Electrochemical Performance</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.98}$ Fe$_{0.02}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (1 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.9 V, discharge capacities of 177 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) and 126 mAh g$^{-1}$ (80$^{\text{th}}$ cycle) were obtained at 0.2 C</td>
<td>[146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.95}$ Fe$_{0.05}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (11 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, capacities of 174 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) and 167 mAh g$^{-1}$ (50$^{\text{th}}$ cycle) at 0.1 C as well as 110 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 10 C were achieved</td>
<td>[298]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.5}$Cr$_{0.1}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (6.5 wt%)</td>
<td>σ (electronic conductivity) = 2.6 × 10$^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$. In 3.0-4.8 V, it had capacities of 171 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) with 78.6% capacity retention after 100 cycles at 0.2 C and 130 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) at 4 C</td>
<td>[161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.5}$Cr$_{0.1}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, initial capacities of 142 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 1 C and 120 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 2 C</td>
<td>[299]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.85}$ Co$_{0.15}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (7.4 wt%)</td>
<td>σ = 2.06 × 10$^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$. In 3.0-4.8 V, delivering 163.3 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) and 73.4% capacity retention after 50 cycles at 0.1 C</td>
<td>[284]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.8}$ Co$_{0.2}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (11 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, showing 178 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) with 96% capacity retention after 50 cycles at 0.1 C and 115 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 10 C</td>
<td>[298]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.3}$ Mg$_{0.7}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (4.4 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, showing 127 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) with 91.4% capacity retention after 100 cycles at 1 C</td>
<td>[287]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$(V$</em>{0.9}$ Mg$_{0.1}$)$_2$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, initial capacity of 107 mAh g$^{-1}$ with 98% capacity retention after 80 cycles at 20 C</td>
<td>[300]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.9}$ Mn$_{0.1}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, around 90 mAh g$^{-1}$ (4$^{\text{th}}$ cycle) at 0.1 C</td>
<td>[285]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.96}$ Ni$_{0.04}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (4.8 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, initial capacity of 112.1 mAh g$^{-1}$ with capacity retention of 95.2% after 300 cycles at 10 C</td>
<td>[286]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.92}$ Al$_{0.08}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (4.67 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 128 mAh g$^{-1}$ (6$^{\text{th}}$ cycle) and 93% capacity retention after 200 cycles at 0.5 C</td>
<td>[288]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.9}$ Al$_{0.05}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C (0.38 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, showing 187 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 C and 119 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 20 C</td>
<td>[301]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.98}$ Al$_{0.02}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, ~182 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) and 83% capacity retention after 50 cycles were obtained at a current density of 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>[283]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.85}$ Sc$_{0.15}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, ~75 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) at 5 C</td>
<td>[254]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.95}$ Sc$_{0.05}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, ~87 mAh g$^{-1}$ (1$^{\text{st}}$ cycle) at 5 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.95}$ Ce$_{0.05}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, displaying 88.6 mAh g$^{-1}$ and 94.3% capacity retention after 100 cycles at 10 C</td>
<td>[289]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn$^{4+}$</td>
<td>Li$<em>3$V$</em>{1.95}$ Sn$_{0.05}$(PO$_4$)$_2$/C</td>
<td>In 2.5-4.5 V, showing an initial capacity of 136 mAh g$^{-1}$ and 91.2% capacity retention after 80 cycles at 0.5 C</td>
<td>[177]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Voltage Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(6^+)</td>
<td>(Li_3V_{1.97}Mo_{0.03}(PO_4)_3/C) (3.34 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, 122.8 mAh g(^{-1}) at 10 C and 117.6 mAh g(^{-1}) at 20 C</td>
<td>[290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(^{4+}) and Mg(^{2+})</td>
<td>(Li_3V_{1.9}Ti_{0.02}Mg_{0.06}(PO_4)_3/C)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, showing 147 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) and 82.4% capacity retention after 200 cycles at 0.5 C</td>
<td>[291]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(^{4+}) and Mn(^{2+})</td>
<td>(Li_3V_{1.9}Ti_{0.02}Mn_{0.06}(PO_4)_3/C) (4.19 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, ~110 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) and ~66% capacity retention after 160 cycles at 5 C</td>
<td>[292]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(^{4+}) and Fe(^{2+})</td>
<td>(Li_3V_{1.9}Ti_{0.02}Fe_{0.05}(PO_4)_3/C) (4.16 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, ~127 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) and ~82% capacity retention after 160 cycles at 5 C</td>
<td>[292]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>(Li_2Ca_{0.02}V_2(PO_4)_3/C)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, ~76 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) at 5 C</td>
<td>[254]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+)</td>
<td>(Li_2Na_{0.03}V_2(PO_4)_3/C) (6.5 wt%)</td>
<td>(\sigma = 6.74 \times 10^{-3}) S cm(^{-1}). In 3.0-4.8 V, exhibiting 119 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) and 88% capacity retention after 80 cycles at 2 C</td>
<td>[295]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+)</td>
<td>(Li_2Na_{0.05}V_2(PO_4)_3/C) (2.9 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 187 and 173.1 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) and 95.3% and 91% capacity retention after 30 cycles at 0.2 and 1 C, respectively</td>
<td>[296]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>(Li_3V_2(PO_4)_2F_0/C)</td>
<td>(\sigma = 7.2 \times 10^{-6}) S cm(^{-1}). In 3.0-4.2 V, showing initial capacity of 117 mAh g(^{-1}) at 10 C and ~ 90.6% capacity retention after 30 cycles</td>
<td>[297]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl(^-)</td>
<td>(Li_3V_2(PO_4)<em>2Cl</em>{1.2}/C) (6.5 wt%)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.3 V, showing 107 mAh g(^{-1}) at 8 C</td>
<td>[294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al(^{3+}) and Cl(^-)</td>
<td>(Li_3V_{1.98}Al_{0.02}(PO_4)<em>2Cl</em>{1.01}/C)</td>
<td>In 3.0-4.8 V, 130 mAh g(^{-1}) (1(^{st}) cycle) with a capacity retention of 79% after 100 cycles at 15 C</td>
<td>[293]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5. **Designing nanostructures**

Recently, nanostructured materials are highly attractive for LIBs as they can offer a range of unique advantages over their traditional counterparts including: (1) a large electrode/electrolyte contact area and short path lengths for Li\(^+\) and electronic transport, leading to high charge-discharge rates; (2) easy accommodation of the strain of lithium insertion/extraction, improving the rechargeability of the batteries [302-306]. Over the recent years, much effort has been made to improve the power performance of LVP by constructing nanostructured electrodes.
Mai et al. [307] reported a rationally controllable way to synthesize LVP/C nanospheres using acetylene black as the template and PEG-4000 as the surface modification reactant. During the synthesis process, acetylene black can form a carbon network to provide a facile and continuous pathway for electron transport, leading to enhanced conductivity of the electrode, and PEG-4000 is pyrolyzed to form a homogeneous carbon layer (the thickness is tuned by adjusting the PEG amount), which not only can further improve the conductivity but also restrains the particle growth to maintain the LVP particles at the nanoscale (Fig. 12A and B). The SEM image (Fig. 12C) shows that the diameters of nanospheres
prepared with 20 wt% PEG-4000 are 40-60 nm with good uniformity, and corresponding HRTEM image (Fig. 12D) reveals that the thickness of carbon coating layer is around 5 nm. This nanosized material with continuous carbon network and carbon coating layer demonstrates promising high-rate and long-life energy storage performance, e.g., showing a capacity retention of up to 83% of initial capacity (132 mAh g$^{-1}$) after 1000 cycles at a rate of 5 C between 3.0 and 4.5 V vs. Li/Li$^+$, and retaining a capacity of 79 mAh g$^{-1}$ even after 5000 cycles (Fig. 12E).

Pan et al. [253] described a one-step preparation procedure for fabricating LVP/C nanobelts. The procedure was based on a solid-state reaction in a molten surfactant-paraffin media. As seen from Fig. 13A, the as-prepared LVP/C nanobelts have the thickness of around 50 nm, width of ~200 nm, and length of ~500 nm. Oleic acid [(CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_7$CH=CH(CH$_2$)$_7$COOH)], a mono-unsaturated omega-9 fatty acid, plays an important role to form the nanobelt. It can act as the surface-capping ligand of precursors with its carboxylic group to direct the 1D growth orientation of LVP in the molten paraffin media. When charged/discharged in a voltage range between 3.0 and 4.3V vs. Li/Li$^+$, the LVP/C nanobelts deliver capacities of 131, 128, 122, and 110 mAh g$^{-1}$ at rates of 1, 2, 4, and 8 C, respectively (Fig. 13B).

**Fig. 13** (A) High magnification SEM image of LVP/C nanobelts. (B) Discharge/charge curves of LVP/C nanobelts at various C-rates. Reproduced with permission from [253].
Hagen et al. [308] designed a novel alkoxide-based precursor sol containing lithium isopropoxide, vanadylisopropoxide, dibutyl phosphate, acetic acid and PVP to produce LVP/C nanofibers by sol-gel electrospinning technique. Besides, the precursor mixture was also suitable for fabricating isotropic shaped LVP/C nanoparticles by conventional sol-gel processing. The as-obtained porous and interconnected nanofibrous networks and nanoparticles can be used for preparation of differently textured electrodes (Fig. 14) to analyze the influence of electrode texture and morphology on the electrochemical performances. The self-supporting electrodes were prepared by casting LVP/C nanofiber networks onto aluminum foil without addition of binder or carbon black. The conventional film electrodes were prepared by milling of LVP/C composites (electrospun nanofibers or sol-gel nanoparticles) with carbon black and PVDF binder. The electrochemical evaluation reveals that the self-supporting nanofiber cathode has the best rate
capability, e.g., 99 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 2 C between 3.0 and 4.3V vs. Li/Li\(^+\), whereas the film electrode based on nanoparticles shows the largest polarization. The self-supported electrospun nanofiber electrode takes benefits of the porous and highly accessible structure, where the electrolyte wetting and thereby the electrode kinetics can be accelerated and furthermore a homogenous incorporation of the conductive carbon backbone offers 3D percolation pathways.

Qiao et al. [158] reported the synthesis of LVP/C nanoplates via a solution route followed by solid-state reaction. It is observed from Fig. 15 that the as-obtained LVP/C nanoplates have lateral dimensions of 2-10 \(\mu\)m, and thicknesses of 40-100 nm. As seen from HRTEM image (Fig. 15D), a uniform carbon layer with the thickness of around 5.3 nm is presented on the surfaces of LVP plate. The carbon content is determined to be 3.22 wt% by the elemental analysis. At a charge-discharge rate of 3 C, the LVP/C nanoplates exhibit an initial discharge capacity of 125.2 and 133.1 mAh g\(^{-1}\) in the voltage ranges of 3.0-4.3 and 3.0-4.8 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\), respectively. After 500 cycles, the electrodes still can deliver discharge capacities of 111.8 and 97.8 mAh g\(^{-1}\) correspondingly, showing excellent cycling stability.

Fig. 15 SEM (A), TEM (B, C), and HRTEM (D) images of LVP/C nanoplates. Reproduced with permission from [158].
Zhang et al. [309] designed a structure of pore-containing nano-sized LVP particles with a thin carbon layer covering all the surfaces to improve the electrochemical performance. It combines the advantages of porous structure and carbon-coating. As illustrated in Fig. 16A, the pores serve as fast channels for lithium ion transport and reduce the distance of lithium ion diffusion, resulting in improved ionic conductivity for LVP. Additionally, the carbon-coating can improve the electron conductivity and prevent the aggregation of nanoparticles. A sol-gel-combustion method was employed to synthesize such porous LVP/C composite. Firstly, a porous precursor was obtained during the combustion process due to the degradation of chelates or citrate anion. Then the porous precursor was mixed with the sucrose and calcined at 800 °C. The carbon pyrolyzed from sucrose could deposit on the wall of pores and surface of particle to form

**Fig. 16** (A) Schematic illustration of the porous LVP/C composite for facile electrolyte penetration. (B) TEM image of porous precursor. (C) Cycling performance of porous LVP/C from 10 to 100 C between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Reproduced with permission from [309].
carbon coating. TEM image (Fig. 16B) reveals that the as-obtained precursor exhibits a spongy-shaped porous network structure, and the diameter of the pores is about 20-30 nm. After the calcination with sucrose, the porous structure is kept, and the LVP nanocrystals embed in the carbon matrix. The carbon content is estimated to be 5.4 wt% by the element analysis. In the potential range of 3.0-4.3 V vs. Li/Li⁺, discharge capacities of 122, 114, 108 and 88 mAh g⁻¹ can be delivered at rates of 10, 20, 40 and 60 C after 100 cycles, respectively. In the potential range of 3.0-4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺ (Fig. 16C), discharge capacities of 145, 129, 122, 114 and 103 mAh g⁻¹ are obtained after 500 cycles at high rates of 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 C, respectively.

7. Conclusions and prospects

Since the advent of LIBs in 1991, positive electrode (cathode) materials has received tremendous attention and research interest. To fulfill the newly emerging applications, such as powering EVs/HEVs and portable electronics, advanced cathode materials with superior integrated performance that enables high energy and power density and environmentally benign are highly demanded. Monoclinic LVP with promising electrochemical properties including excellent cycling stability, high theoretical capacity (197 mAh g⁻¹), low synthetic cost, improved safety characteristic, and low environmental impact has emerged as a highly suitable candidate for the cathodes of the next-generation LIBs.

In this review article, we discuss the development and challenges for the LVP cathode material, including the host structure, mechanism of lithium insertion/extraction, transport properties (i.e., electronic conductivity, and lithium diffusion), synthesis and electrochemical properties. Synthesis procedures are mainly focused on controlling the morphology, and optimizing particle size through technologies of solid state reaction, sol-gel chemistry, hydrothermal, and spray pyrolysis, etc. The relatively low ionic and electronic conductivity of LVP compound bring to the forefront
the importance of conductive coatings and additives including carbon coating, graphene modification, etc., ion-doping, and nanoscale engineering to mitigate the shortcomings.

Although the performance of LVP is improved and understood step by step, some fundamental questions still remain and need to be investigated in detail. Regarding to the large-scale battery applications, a simple, reliable, cheap, less wasteful synthetic method for LVP is highly desirable. The wet chemical preparation route, such as sol-gel and hydrothermal, has great potential for manufacturing nano-sized LVP. This method, however, has some drawbacks such as strict reaction conditions to restrict its industrially mass production. It is thus necessary to further optimize and modify the current wet process. In the future, it is also anticipated that LVP continues its improvement of electrochemical properties with carbon coating, ion-doping, nanocrystallization, or material processing. The introduction of too much carbon leads to a significant decrease of the energy density, especially for the volumetric energy density. A uniform and complete carbon coating throughout the LVP powder is highly attractive, which ensures LVP particles transfer electrons through all directions and alleviate the polarization phenomenon, and finally reduce the usage of carbon. Additionally, carbon coating is better to be porous to allow easy penetration of lithium ions. Low-level doping of LVP by a range of cations and anions is proven to be an effective route to improve the rate capability and cycle stability. An in-depth understanding on the principles of ion-doping, e.g., the precise site occupancy of specific dopants, is necessary. Furthermore, the nanostructured LVP materials has drawn more attention recently due to its remarkable rate capability. There, however, still remain plenty of opportunities for designing novel nanoarchitectures and morphology to further increase battery energy/power densities, enhance charge/discharge rate capability, improve service life and safety, and reduce the cost at the same time. Further work is also required to understand the mechanisms of lithium storage in nanomaterials and kinetic transport on the interface between electrode and electrolyte. The development of matched electrolyte systems is equally essential, especially for high-voltage (> 4.5 V vs. Li/Li⁺)
operation. As required by EVs/HEVs, it is better for LVP batteries to be able to operate well at the high and low temperatures. With worldwide efforts, the material chemistry and electrochemistry of this attractive cathode material are believed to be further enhanced and enriched.
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Figure and Table Captions:

**Table 1** The effect of carbon coating on the electrochemical performance of LVP cathodes.

**Table 2** The effect of ion-doping on the electrochemical performance of LVP cathodes.

**Fig. 1** Schematic illustration of a lithium ion battery employing graphite as anode and layered LiCoO$_2$ as cathode.

**Fig. 2** Comparison of operating voltage and practical capacity of various cathode materials presently used in lithium ion batteries.

**Fig. 3** Polyhedral representation of the structure of rhombohedral (A) and monoclinic (B) Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$.

**Fig. 4** The electrochemical voltage-composition curves of Li$_3$V$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ in the voltage ranges of 3.0-4.8 (A) and 3.0-4.3 (B) V vs. Li/Li$^+$.

**Fig. 5** (A) Possible Li-ion migration pathways in LVP. Reproduced with permission from [149]. (B) Lithium diffusion coefficients of LVP as determined by CV, GITT and EIS techniques. Reproduced with permission from [153].

**Fig. 6** The morphology of LVP cathode materials prepared by different methods. (A) Solid-state reaction. Reproduced with permission from [123]. (B) Sol-gel chemistry. Reproduced with permission from [156]. (C) Hydrothermal method. Reproduced with permission from [199]. (D) Spray pyrolysis. Reproduced with permission from [202]. (E) Freeze-drying method. Reproduced with permission from [207]. (F) Electrospinning. Reproduced with permission from [215]. (G) Electrostatic spray deposition. Reproduced with permission from [220]. (H) Rheological phase reaction. Reproduced with permission from [221]. (I) Ionothermal method. Reproduced with permission from [226].

**Fig. 7** TEM images showing a carbon layer (ca. 30-40 nm) uniformly coated on LVP particle surface, and good connection of LVP particles through the carbon network. Reproduced with permission from [249].

**Fig. 8** The effects of different carbon content (A), carbon sources (B), and sintering temperatures (C) on the electrochemical properties of carbon coated LVP. (A-C) were reproduced with permission from [189], [137], and [157], respectively.
Fig. 9 (A) Schematic illustration of the formation mechanism of LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO. (B) SEM image. (C) HRTEM image. (D) Electron transfer pathways throughout the whole binder-free LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO electrode and corresponding optical image (inset). (E) Comparison of discharge capacities of binder-free LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO and normal LVP/C electrodes at various current rates between 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Inset: cycling performance of LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO electrode at 50 C. (F) Rate capability of binder-free LVP-NC@NPCM@rGO electrode in a wider voltage window (3.0-4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺) and corresponding cycling performance at 30 C (inset). Reproduced with permission from [267].

Fig. 10 (A) HRTEM images of LVP/(Ag + C), and (B) the first charge/discharge curves of LVP, LVP/C, and LVP/(Ag + C) electrodes at 0.1 C. Reproduced with permission from [270]. (C) TEM image of LVP/C-2Si, and (D) rate capability of pristine LVP/C, LVP/C-1Si, LVP/C-2Si, and LVP/C-3Si electrodes. Reproduced with permission from [272]. (E) TEM image of G-LVPO synthesized at 900 °C, and (F) cycling performance of bare LVP and G-LVPO at 1 C. Reproduced with permission from [273].

Fig. 11 (A) Cycling performance of Li₃V₂₋ₓFeₓ(PO₄)₃/C at 0.2 C. Reproduced with permission from [146]. (B) Rate capability of Li₃V₂₋ₓCrₓ(PO₄)₃/C. Reproduced with permission from [161]. (C) Long-term cycling performance of Li₃V₂₋ₓTiₓMgₓ(PO₄)₃/C at 0.5 C. Reproduced with permission from [291]. (D) Cycling performance of Li₃₋ₓNaₓV₂(PO₄)₃/C at 1 C. Reproduced with permission from [296]. (E) Cycling performance of the pristine LVP/C and Li₃V₂(PO₄)₂ₓCl₀ₓ/C at 5 and 8 C (inset is the 10th charge-discharge profiles of Li₃V₂(PO₄)₂₀.₈₅Cl₀.₁₅/C at 5 and 8 C). Reproduced with permission from [294]. (F) Cycling performance of Li₃V₁₋ₓAlₓ(PO₄)₂₀ₓCl₀.₀₁/C at 0.05 and 15 C. Reproduced with permission from [293].

Fig. 12 Schematic illustration of facile electron and lithium transport in LVP nanospheres with continuous carbon network and carbon coating layer (A) and top cross-section view (B). SEM image (C) and corresponding HRTEM image (D) of the sample prepared with 20 wt% PEG-4000. (E) Its cycling performance at 5 C rate for 5000 cycles. Reproduced with permission from [307].

Fig. 13 (A) High magnification SEM image of LVP/C nanobelts. (B) Discharge/charge curves of LVP/C nanobelts at various C-rates. Reproduced with permission from [253].

Fig. 14 Schematic illustration of three different electrodes (nanofiber self-supported electrode, film electrodes based on
dispersed nanofibers and nanoparticles). Reproduced with permission from [308].

**Fig. 15** SEM (A), TEM (B, C), and HRTEM (D) images of LVP/C nanoplates. Reproduced with permission from [158].

**Fig. 16** (A) Schematic illustration of the porous LVP/C composite for facile electrolyte penetration. (B) TEM image of porous precursor. (C) Cycling performance of porous LVP/C from 10 to 100 C between 3.0 and 4.8 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Reproduced with permission from [309].